WHAT A YEAR!

I think we can all agree that 2020 was a challenging year. The entire world has had to rethink and readjust everything we do, including figuring out a long-term plan to ensure that we all make it safely through this pandemic. Thankfully, we were able set a plan into motion in early March 2020 to cope with pandemic restrictions on businesses in Colorado. This allowed us to continue to take care of our customers as well as keeping our employees safe.

Sentinel Systems has been in the Self-Storage industry for over 46 years and I am proud to say that our family will continue to provide our customers with superior products at a fair price. This way we can continue to put our customers first.

Sentinel Systems has always had everything you need to completely secure your facility. Meet SENTINEL ANYWHERE

An all encompassing product suite that effortlessly integrates our PLATINUM Property Manager and our PLATINUM Security Access Control Systems. SENTINEL ANYWHERE gives you complete control over your facility regardless of where you are in the world simply by accessing your PC, Smart phone or tablet.

Here’s to a much healthier, more productive year in 2021!

Joell

NEW for 2021

PLATINUM POWER PACK – A Complete Turn-key solution all in one convenient package

Management Software - New for 2021

Sentinel introduces the newly redesigned Platinum Property Manager. With too many new features to list we recommend giving us a call to set up your own personal virtual demo. For existing WinSen customers we will upload your existing database to allow you to run the program with your data. Give our cloud based product Sentinel Anywhere a test run while you are at it and get a true feel for how all of these products fit together.

Here are just some of the features:

- Redesigned interface
- Cloud services with Data Replication
- Mobile applications for all Products
- Full integration with Sentinel Platinum Access Control and Alarm System
- Highly Customizable
- Easily upgradeable
- Backwards compatible with EVERY Sentinel Product
- Conversions from other Software programs available

“Seamless Integration with Platinum Access Control”
THE FUTURE IS HERE

Sentinel Anywhere

The long awaited release of Sentinel Anywhere is finally here. A cloud-based management system with no limits.

Sentinel Anywhere is designed to integrate seamlessly with our Sentinel Anywhere Access System, allowing you to run your business from one all encompassing product suite.

The Sentinel Anywhere Suite also gives you the flexibility to manage your business from any mobile platform or Internet accessible device.

Multiple configuration options allow you to choose how and where you access and store your data.
How nice would it be to manage your storage property with your smartphone, tablet or laptop from anywhere in the world?

Look no further than Sentinel Anywhere.

Sentinel Anywhere was designed from the ground up with mobility, functionality and flexibility in mind.

Local or cloud-based data storage with database synchronization.

The days of using multiple programs that interface with one another to manage your property are long gone.

Sentinel Anywhere does all of this and much more from one application suite.

Access control and management functions, rent units, lease units, billing, monitoring alarms, reports, security settings and so much more.

All from one application.

It’s up to you what mobile device suits your needs. Sentinel Anywhere was designed to work with all of them.

Apple IOS, Android and Windows Mobile can all work together simultaneously.
All-Inclusive, All-in-One

Smartphone Features your Tenants can’t live without!!

Your tenants are able to use their Smartphone or any other Smart Device to open a gate or door.

Storage RENTALS can be performed by your customers on their time-table.

A tenant NEVER needs to be late again!! Enable your tenants to make rental payments from anywhere.

New Reservations can be completed by your customers online with a few simple steps.

Your tenants can review their Payment History on the fly.

• Open Gate
• View History
• Make Payments
• Rent Units

Online Rentals

Allows self storage facility customers to rent units, reserve units, make payments, view their account history, reset their online password, and view rental agreements.

• Online Rentals
• Online Payments
• Account History
• Seamless Integration with Platinum Property Manager
• Complete rentals with NEW E-Signature feature

Online Payments

Sentinel Anywhere now has the ability for your customers to transact over the internet. Customers can view their unit status and make payments online. They simply go to www.ministoragepayments.com or may be directed to the online payment system by placing a link on the facility’s website. The site manager can choose to view online activity at any time. He/she can then select to process online payments.

We now offer Self-Storage facilities and their tenants the ability to Pre-lease (Reserve) units online. Once a unit size is chosen the information is uploaded and Platinum is updated at the same time. Online Pre-leases require the tenant to stop by the office, sign the contract and receive their security code.

Sentinel Anywhere now has the ability for your customers to transact over the internet. Customers can view their unit status and make payments online. They simply go to www.ministoragepayments.com or may be directed to the online payment system by placing a link on the facility’s website. The site manager can choose to view online activity at any time. He/she can then select to process online payments.

We now offer Self-Storage facilities and their tenants the ability to Pre-lease (Reserve) units online. Once a unit size is chosen the information is uploaded and Platinum is updated at the same time. Online Pre-leases require the tenant to stop by the office, sign the contract and receive their security code.
Access Control

• Log into the property’s access control system from any computer. Monitor property activity from multiple locations through multiple web browsers on a single workstation.

• Now all network workstations can access and change information in the property’s database.

• Multiple communication ports are supported for additional access control systems.

• Alarm and monitor building and hallway entrances.

• Utilizing SQL server as the database engine.

• The NEW Platinum access control runs as a Windows service, meaning no network log in is required.

• Activity Alerts via text message or email.

• Seamless built in integration from the ground up.

• Designed for complete site operation.
Smart Keypad Technology
allows access control while the computer is off

3200i Integrated Keypad...

- Now MORE property management integration is possible using our latest access system
- NEW 8 line graphical display
- Customize keypad messages on a tenant-by-tenant basis
- Unique keypad responses on entrance & exit keypads
- Red backlit metal keys
- Pinhole camera & intercom included
- Configurable gate access hours, which include special weekend & holiday hours
- Real-time/on-screen gate activity display
- Extensive gate activity reporting
- Configurable access levels for restricting access to unauthorized areas & buildings
- Multiple passcodes per unit

3200 Keypad

- New sleek, slim design
- Red backlit, metal keys
- LCD display
- Intercom call station
- Color pinhole camera
- One piece hinged and locking faceplate for easy access

The latest LeVinci model keypads are designed to retain all valid tenant codes and operate with your PC on or offline:

- Backlit Metal Keys
- Bright, Well-Lit Display
- Weather Resistant Enclosure
- Key Lock Access for Easy Accessibility
- Optional Intercom & Pinhole Camera
- Supports multiple languages
Stand Alone Remote Access

Now, manage unattended sites from your home office over a telephone line or Internet connection.

- Easy to operate Access Control for peace of mind
- Convenient, time saving management of all your “satellite” locations from one leasing office
- Automatic arm/rearm with Sentinel
- Over 2,000 point monitoring
- Multiple unit arm/disarm with single code
- Multiple output relays for triggering various devices when alarms occur

Remote Communications

For your Sentinel Access and Alarm system.

- Manage both local and any remote locations abroad using a single PC
- Real-time activity is reported by each location on the Sentinel Access Control activity screen
- Apply this new concept at any access point on your existing property or in your next phase
- Communicate with your gate using the Internet

Elevator Control & Lighting Control

Sentinel Systems’ Elevator Control is designed specifically to prevent unnecessary travel in and around your property. This permits your customers limited access to only the floors they have business on — while offering your customers the highest level of security.

Our lighting control feature allows lights, or any relay controlled electrical device to be turned on and off according to tenant activity and/or time of day.

Studies show that most thefts at a self-storage facility are committed by renters. Having the ability to monitor each unit on an individual basis gives you the power to protect your tenants and their valuables. This will enable you to rent these units for more per month with a 5–12% increase in income.

We offer various methods of securing each individual door. Keep in mind that the very best time for installation is during the facilities’ construction.

Door Alarms